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The flowers:
Lasting arrangements
We’ll never not have a place in our hearts 
and homes for potted greenery and fresh 
flowers, but their dried counterparts  
last the distance and are so bewitchingly 
sculptural we can barely look away. 
Texture is the name of this game and 
colour isn’t far behind — partially painted 
arrangements are akin to artworks you 
can love for a good long while. > 

The material:
Travertine
Move over Carrara marble, it’s 
travertine time. A type of stone 
deposited by mineral springs, 
travertine has an appealing warmth 
and a gorgeous grain. Its understated 
hues make it super versatile — it’s  
well suited to combining with strong 
shades and for use as a chic tonal 
partner for other neutrals. 

Not to be mistaken for fleeting trends, these new looks, 
moods and materials emerging on the world stage are 
the way we want to live for the foreseeable. Th e 

I s  n ow

TOP LEFT The Somer side 
table by Sarah Ellison is 
crafted from thick travertine 
slabs. TOP RIGHT Addition 
Studios’ Neue Void incense 
burner and Exhale the Void 
lamp rendered in travertine. 
ABOVE Mario Bellini’s Il 
Colonnato travertine dining 
table with chairs by Marcel 
Breuer, from Mid Century 
Swag. LEFT These lasting 
arrangements by NSW’s  
Bower Botanicals are at  
once look-but-don’t-touch  
and temptingly tactile. 
OPPOSITE Abstract art (see 
page 28) meets architecture  
in architect/illustrator  
Garance Vallée’s Terra 
installation at the Milan  
office of PR and design 
agency Strategic Footprints.
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The mood:
Elevated craft
Handcrafted objects have long been coveted, 
but arts such as quilting, woodturning and 
weaving are making a mainstream comeback. 
Like the culinary world’s slow food movement, 
slow interiors are catching on, and we definitely 
don’t mind waiting our turn for next-level 
pieces by artisans with a design eye who blend 
the handmaking process with an art practice.

The layout:
Chairs in pairs
‘The statement chair: doubled’ is an interior 
designers’ secret that turns the average  
living space into something much more luxe. 
Satisfyingly structured, this approach has  
an orderly appeal that can make a room feel 
unexpectedly grown-up. Try sitting them 
opposite your sofa to create a conversation zone.

The motif:
Shells, fans & palm leaves
These shapes have a natural symmetry that’s  
a joy to behold and so evocative — of mythical 
moments like that depicted in Sandro 
Botticelli’s The Birth of Venus, feminine 
fashion accessories, travel to tropical climes. 
Use real or faux shells to hold flowers and 
jewellery, add a fan to the wall or a vignette, 
or include palm leaves in arrangements. > 

The other material:
Glass
Coloured, frosted, wired, smoky and  
reeded glass offer all kinds of visual effects  
while letting there be light and shadow.  
See it in your future as an architectural  
element for your interior — a frosted internal 
window, say — or harness its reflective  
qualities to create the illusion of space.

The ethos:
Conscious consumerism
Considered interiors fly in the face of  
our throwaway culture, but a renaissance  
is long overdue given those on-a-whim,  
‘bargain’ and mass-market purchases  
often end up broken and/or quickly  
discarded. Whether your version of  
sustainable styling is about buying only  
items you truly love, supporting local  
makers or incorporating secondhand  
finds, we all know a thoughtful approach 
is by far the best. 

The form:
Curved geometry
Structured yet soft, subtly referencing 
classical columns and art deco design,  
and appearing almost cartoonish at times, 
arches, semicircles, cylinders and the  
like are having a major moment. When 
picking such pieces, consider proportion 
and be guided by what intrigues you — 
exaggerated legs, repeated curves...

TOP LEFT The curved rattan 
and brass Halston table by 
Sarah Ellison. ABOVE, FROM 
TOP House in Tallada by 
Charlotte Taylor; the Meridian 
lamp by Regular Company;  
a graphic pouffe by Ferm 
Living; the Wrap Knot glass 
sculpture by Jardan. LEFT  
Ferm Living’s wired glass Haze 
Vitrine cabinet. BELOW Oh  
My glass sculpture by Strups  
x Swedish Ninja. OPPOSITE,  
TOP, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT 
There’s often a wait list for 
Auckland makers Walk in the 
Park’s sell-out woodturned 
works; American designer Rosie 
Li’s Inez floor lamp has a lead 
time of eight to 10 weeks; shell 
dish from @thislifein_objects. 
OPPOSITE, BOTTOM, FROM 
LEFT The Seashell vase by  
Los Objetos Decorativos; twin 
armchairs in the Texas office  
of Swoon the Studio. 
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The object:
Plinths
If you’ve ever seen the reconstruction  
in Paris of late Romanian sculptor 
Constantin Brâncuși’s atelier, we won’t 
need to explain to you the power of the 
plinth. In the everyday interior, they 
elevate objects to museum-like status.  
A versatile way to display, try one in the 
hallway, two either side of a bed, or three 
of different heights grouped together.

The life hack:
JOMO
Forget FOMO, we’ve evolved past regret 
to embrace JOMO — the joy of missing 
out. For many, swapping hectic social 
occasions for the comfort of your own 
home and unplugging from devices has 
become the epitome of modern-day 
luxury. Carving out time for self-care  
and to find contentment in the moment  
is the antidote to the usual go, go, go  
and something to be celebrated. 

The art:
Abstract illustrations
Photographs have been the hottest thing 
for walls for a while now, but the times 
they are a-changin’ and we’re loving 
the renewed popularity of abstract 
illustrative works. As much as we like 
a good gallery wall, a single large-scale 
abstract artwork is undeniably striking  
— and an accessible option thanks to 
outlets like Modern Times, The Poster 
Club and Greenhouse Interiors. 

TOP RIGHT A vignette reaches new heights on a plinth in the living room of New Zealand stylist Ange Dye of  
@the_untrained_eye. ABOVE, FROM TOP Forte De Sao abstract artwork by Hannah Nowlan; abstract illustration  
by Garance Vallée; Elle travertine plinth from Soren Liv; a plinth used in place of a side table in Studio Tack’s  
fit-out for New York wellness consultancy Octave. Ph
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